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1. INTRODUCTION
-1
In ,September 1955, aSu1lll1ler Course in PLASTIC DESIGN IN
STRUCTURAL ,STEEL w.as given at Lehigh University , ~p0l1:sored by th'eA.m.erican
Institute of ,Steel Construction in cooperation with the' American ,Society
for Epgineering Education and the Structural and E~gineeringMechanics
divisiol1s 'of the American ,.Society of Civil Engineers. 'This course was
offered to 'educat-ors and structural engineers in ,order to present a new
design concept bas'e'dup'on .the "ultimate" stre'Qgth of structural steel
as revealed by analysis of its plastic rathe~ than ,elastic behavior under
l·oad.
A comprehensive series of lectures coveri~g this concept was
presented to the group (1) • 'To supplement the lectures,.; a series of tests
was cO.nducted .to illu~trate the pr;ln'cipl'es o-f plastic behavior of ~structures"
The general plan of the tests is given in 'Table 1 together with.an in-dica-
tion ,'of the princip-l'e ·demonstrated by each.
First, a tensile c'oupon test was performed t·o illustrate th'e
manner in which ,the mecha-nical prop'ertieso'f steel ~re determine~d and to
show th'e stress-strain characteristics of structu'I'al steel Q
'Then, tn.e two b,asie prt~ciples of plastic analysis, plastifi-
ca.tion ,of cross sectio.n .and redisttib'Ution of 'moment, were shovro. ina
pair 'of b~am test·s-. A test 0:£ a sim.ply-supp'orted control beam (['~l-) '~, ' ~
·demonstrated th'e additio~al reserve load ,capacity due to plastification
:of cross section .and th'e ability of a .beam t'oform a .plastic hinge. ,A
test of an indet-erminate b-eam, c'ontinu'o'Us 'over two spans (r~2) ,:.: .,: :
showe.d th.e effect 'of :t;edistri.buti-on .0'£ moment in .adding to the carrying
cap,acity of a mentbe'r.
.:+-
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Further tests were made to point out certain modifications
which must be considered in plastic design.
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Plastic lateral buckling was illustrated by a test on a simple
beam (T-3) loaded with two concentrated loads such that a section of
constant maximum moment occurred over a length purpoaelymade long
enough for buckling,to be critical~ An .additional test made on an
identical beam (T-5) (with the exception that only a single center
concentrated load was applied) showed the effect of a moment gradient
in reducing the tendency toward plastic lateral buckling.
Three beam-column tests had as one of the~r obJectives the
demonstration of the reduction of plastic moment due to axial load.
The test specimens here were made short enough so that buckling would
not be a factor.
The first of these t~sts was a direct axial load test (T-6)
on a short column made prior to the summer course to obtain the compressive
properties of the section .and show its load-carrying capacity in the
absence of bending moment. The second test, also made prior to the
summer course, was a column (T-7) loaded with small eccentricity to show
the effect of hi~h ax~al load on plastic bending, The demonstration
specimen (T-8) was loaded with a direct load at very large eccentricity
to produce a case ,with larger bending moment and smaller axial load.
These three tests, plus the test of the control beam taken
from the same material, made it pas-sible to show how the presence of
direct stress affects the ability of a structural member to d~velop the
plastic moment.
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The test of a welded corner connection was perfonned to i
demonstrate the ability of this important structural component to behave
as assumed in the theoryo .A square connection (T-4) of the type which
might be found in a flat-roofed buiLding frame, was fabricated from
3D-inch wide-flange shapes. In loading the connection in such a manner
as to cause closing of tl-.te corner, the ability of a large size rolled
section to develop a plastic hinge under combined bending and axial load
was shown q
The final demonstration was a full-scale test of a 40-foot
span gabled portal frame (T-9) subjected to vertical roof loads and
horizontal loads simulating the action .of wind. In this test there was
opportunity to observe most of the major points emphasized in the
lectures, including formation ,of plastic hinges, redistribution ,of moment,
effect of axial forces, magnitude of lateral support forces, effect of
lateral buckling, app~arance of the structure at working, yield and ultimate
loads, and accuracy of calculation of important results.
A phase of the demonstrations which did not include large-scale
structural testing was the use of models in .plastic analysis 0 By applying
small weights to a model having spring-loaded hinges at all critical
joints, it was possible to determine the failure mechanism of a structure.
20 DESCRIPTION OF TESTS
The general plan of the demonstration tests is given ,~n
Table 1 which lists each test, shows a schematic diagram .of the test
-and indicates the principle illustrated by each o In the following
sections, a detailed description of each test is given. The results of
the t~·t;s -aTe -d-i:=seu5scd in··--&eetien 30
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2~1 Tensi~e Coupons
Three different wide-flange 'rolled shapes were used in the
test specimens. These were the 12WF36$ 14WF38, and 30WFI08 sections 0
The cross-sectional dimensions of each -v:rere measured and recorded for
comparison with handbook values and for use in calculating predicted
loads. A summary of these values is shown in Table 2.
To obtain the mechanical properties of the steel used, tensile
coupons from each section were tested. The specimens were machined from
the web and flanges of tele :rolled sections ill the shape ordinarily used
for plate specimens 0
The specimens were tested with flat ,wedge grips ina 60,OOO-lb,
capacity hydratl1ic un:Lve:rsal testi.l1.g macb~ine. Load and elongation .over
an 8-inch gage length were measured and plotted by means of a low-
magnification automatic stress-strain recorder. This instrument could
record strains well into strain hardening without resetting, but the
strain readings were n-ot precis'e e1lough to permit calculation ,of the
modulus of elasticityo
The rate of application of load was about 30 micro inches
per inch per second in the plastic range, a rate much lower than ,the
usual standard mill test rate~ This reduced rate of loading was used
because the results were to be used to predict values for stattc tests
where equilib~iumof load and .deformation would be obtained at each load
increment before readings would be taken.
A unique feature of these tests was the taking of "static yield
load" readings in the yield range 0 After the yield region ,had been
reached, but before strain hardening had commenced, the strain.rate was
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reduced to zero for a period of a few min~tes to allow' the load to reach
an equilibrium point. The technique used to accomplish this was to mount
-a dial gage betw'een the fi:Ked and the moving cross heads of the testing
machine 0 The loading value was closed until the increase in d~fo~tion
and the decrease in load both ,approached zero. "Static" readings "Were
then taken~ From this reading the lowest possible yield stress could be
calculated, thus insuring that in the actual test structure the yield
stress would be equal to this or greatero In ,Figs. 1 to 4 the yield l~vels
at different strain ,rates as well as at zero strain r&te are indicated.
All other usual data such as ultimate load, per cent elongation,
and reduction of area, were takeu&
202 Control Beam Test (T-l)
Since several of the demohstration structures were to be
fabricated from 12wF36 sections, a lerlgth ,of this section was tested as
a control beam to obtain the relationship between moment and curvature
under pure bendingB The reserve of moment above the yield point due to
plastic yield of the cross section was the other important pheno~enon
demonstrated by this testo
The specimen tested was a i3-foot 1el1:gth of 12WF36 with vertical
stiffeners welded at support and load points to prevent web crippling
(Fig. 5)a A 300,OOO-lbQ hydraulic universal testing machine was used to
apply load to the specimen supported on ro'llers at a 12-foot span. A
heavy 14-inch wide-flange section was used as a.base bemm to carry the
reactions of the specimen to the testing machine table. Loads were applied
at third points of the span using a sprea;der beam to distribute the testing
machine load to two rollerso
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Instrumentation used to measure the important deformations
consisted of an .automatic plotting board')\", plotting load versus center
deflection; a rotation indicator, measuring rotation in the maximum
moment section; and a dia.l indicator, reading center deflection.
Load was applied continuously at a moderate rate which allowed
gage readings to be taken and the data plotted without interrupting the
loading. After the plastic range had ,been reached, it was necessary to
-6
h:alt the application of load twice to allow dial indicators to be reset.
At these points a short time was taken to allow the load and strains to
reach equilibrium before the resets were made\)
Loading was continued until the ultilnate lo'ad was reached,
...
followed by a gradual drop in load when deformations had become so great
as to cause lateral instability.
2.3 Continuous Beam Test (T-2)
A two-span continuous beam, statically indeterminate to the
first degree, was tested to show the increase in ,ultimate load ,above that
at first yield, an increas'e achieved as a result of redistribution ,of
moment combined with plastification of cross section~
The beam was symmetrically loaded at the third-points of two
lO-foot spans (Figo lO)q The center support was a fixed rocker and the
two end supports were expansion rockers. Two lOO-ton hydraulic br~dge
jacks were used for loadi~g~ Each was supported on a spreader beam which
distributed the load to two points by nleans of rollers. Each jack reacted
* Certain instruments used on the different tests are described in ,detail
in .Appendix. '
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agai~st a frame consisting of a cross beam and two 3-inch diwmeter steel
rods anchored to the test floor of the laboratory.. SR-4 gages attached
to each of the four tie rods conV'erted them to dynamometers , allowing the
loads to be read to' greater accuracy and se~sitivity than permitted by
the pressure gage of the jacks.
Lateral support was provided for the compression flange 'of'·
the :beam at the load-points by means of 6--in. light beam sections we~ded
to the web stiffen.ers. See Fig. 14. Lateral reaction was furnished by
a beam fastened to the wall of the laboratory. The magnitude of the
lateral reaction for each beam was measured by a flexible aluminum ,dyna-
mometer which also al1ov.led vertical deflection of the lateral 8upp'ort
beams without giving restraint to the vertical deflection of the beam
specimen. Lateral, support of the compression flange of the beam at the
support points was provided by friction on the supports.
Vertical deflection. was measured at one of the outer load-
points, and rotations were measured across the plastic hinges at the
center support -and one of the outer load-points.
Load was applied by hand-pumping of the hydraulic jacks
and stopped momentarily to take readings of the instruments~ Loading
was continued until the maximum had been reached and started to drop
off, after which the test was discontinued since further deformation
served no useful purpose~
2.4 Lateral Buckling Beam (T-3)
In order, to SilOW th-e .. effect of lateral buckling on a beam
loaded into the plastic range, a 14wF38 beam was tested much the same
as the control beam, with the exception that the unsupported length ,was
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made sufficiently long so that plastic lateral buckling should occur
prior, to the onset ·of strain-llardening 9
-8
The simply-supported span was 15 feet and the loads were
centered 6 feet apart (inset, Figo 19). The unsupported length was short
enough so that buckling would not occur in the elastic range, but long
enough so it would occur once t11e plastic moment had been reached.
Instrumentation included a center deflection ,gage, rotation
indicator, and the plottiIlg board - the same as was used in the control
beam testo In addition, a twist indicator was added to aid in the
detection of lateral bucklingQ
The test was conducted In the same manner as the control beam
test, with load being applied continuously at a rate slow enough to
allow readings of all the instruments to be taken at intervals until
the test was complete·do Although the load dropped off gradually after
reaching its maximum value, straini~g was continued until the center
deflection was four times the value at the maximum load.
2.5 Ce,ntrally Loaded Beam(~-5)
A beam identical to the one used to show the effects of
lateral buckling was loaded at its center-point to demonstrate th'e way
a steep moment gradient reduces the tendency toward lateral buckling.
This 16-foot length of 14WF38 section was also simply-supported
.on .a 15-foot span, but the only load was a single concentrated load ,applied
through a roller at center span (Figo 23). The altered loading pattern
.actually increased the laterally·unsupported length by 18 inches.
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Trle instrumentation on this test compri.sed a center deflection
gage, rotation indicator, and a twist indicator.
The load was again.applied continuously with instrument
readings being taken without stopping the test. In this case, the load
did not level off after th'e plastic hinge had been formed, but continu'ed
to increase someTN'hat due to strain-hardening. Loading was continued
through to strain""hardening region, the maximum being about 15 pl=r cent
greater than the predicted -ultimate load. This occurred at about 6 times
th'e yield deflection. Further deformation by the machine caused a drop
in load (due t·o lateral buckling) until it equalled the predicted 'maximum
load at about 10 times the yield deflection. Th'e test was discontinued
at this point ill fear tIl.at a complete loss of stability might endanger
spectators or equipmente
2.6 Cross-Section Test (T-6).
A cross section test wa.smade to find the compressive st.ress-
strain curve of a full cross section of the 12WF36 material used for many
of the test specimens\) This was an axial compression test which gave the
integrated effect ofdiff-erent web and flange strertgths in one test. The
main purpose of the test was to obtain a c'ompressive yield ·valJ;.le to use
in predi.ctions for eccentrically lo'aded compre.ssion tests tt
The sp'ecimen was a 3-foot length ,0'£ rolled section with both
ends milled parallel in planes perp'endicular to the centroidal axis.
The short length was ·u's·ed to keep the L/r ratio below 25) reducing th.~
tendency toward lateral buckling.
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An ,800 ~OOOMlb. screw~typeuniversal testing machine was l1se:d
for loading. Adjustable bearing blocks were used to furnish flat bearing
for the ends of th'e specime'n (Fig 0 27). Several SR-4 strain gages and
two dial indicators, gastene·d to lugs welded 'on ,2D-inch gage lengths,
we.reprovide'.d for the measurement of strains. Pr'ior to tl.le stress-strain
test) the specimen ,was aligned to insure conc·-entric loading.
In the stress-strain test of the cross section, load was
applie·d in selected increments 'until yielding occurred. Thereafter
further straining was controlled by limiting the magnitude of strain
increments. Loading and straining were halted long enough to take
readings of the several measurements at each of these increments. Loading
of the specimen was contil1ued past the ultimate load until bucklil1:g of
web and flanges caused th'e load to show a definite downward trend.
2.7 Eccentrically Loaded ,- Beam-ColUnin Tests (T-7, T-8)
'Two compression members were tested ,with the loads applied
at eccentricities suell that, in effect, th'e' tests were bending tests
with high axial loads. Through the results of th'ese tests, it was
intended to, show the effect of axial load on the plastic momento
'The specimens use'd were the same si'ze as the cross section
sp.ecimenpreviously tested, being 3-fo'ot lengths 'of 12WF36. Since a
c'omponent of tensile force was to beexp"ected in a be'rtding test, it was
necessary to weldt=.nd plates to the specimenslt The distinguishing
feature between the two tests was that TI-7 was to have an ."eccentricity
of 1.75 in'ches andT-8 an .eccentricity of 5.10 inches.! Fig-a:. 31 shows
the extent to which axial load should th.eoretical1y re~du'ce t,he hinge
moment capacity for each ,of these specimenslt
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Special column testii,1g fixtures were used to hold the specimens
in position for th"e prop-er applicatioli ,of loads (Fig. 28). These fixtures
all'owe'd rotation 'of trie ends in a pin-ended c'on-dition in ,the plane -of
bending) but h'eld the "ends fixed against rotation perpendicular t·o that
plane. For each b"eam-ic'olunmtest.? the assembly of specimen ,and en'd fixtures
wasmou-nted in an 800 ,OOO-lb Q screw-typ'e universal testing m~chi:Q.e.
On 'each test) the specimen ,1)vas equipped with a number of SR-4
gages f'or strain measurements and alignment) a rotation ,indicator,- and
-dial gages for measuring center deflection(t Prior to the start of the
ultimate load test, an alignment procedure was carried out to insure that
the eC(centricity at -ea,chend of the specimen ,was e-qual.
In _the actual test of each sp'ecimen, the usual procedure
followed in tests to be carried tlrrough the plastic ral1:ge was used.
Increments 'of load wer-e applied alld data -taken at planned intervals;
a.fter yield and 'occurred" 111oad" criterion was changed .to a l1-deflection"
criterion. Deformation _was continued 1i'ltil the maximum load was passe-d
and the specimen was showing definite signs of reduction ,of load
'c'~pacity•
2,.8 Cor~er Connection Test (T-4)
In testing a corner connection .made from 30WFI08 members,
the opportunity was presented to observe the behavior of a fair sized
fabricated structural component" The manner of testing the connection
introduce-d the effects of axial I,oad with bending _moment, bending with
,moment gradient, and magnitude of lateral support forces into the
testing program. The test was similar in ,type to many which are reported
in the earlier Lehigh workQ(2)
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The specimen tested was a s'quare corner connection ,0£ a type
vlhich cOllld be used in framing a flat-roofed industrial building. The
rolled sections joined were carried a di.stance of about four times the
beam depth outside the knee o Six-inch diameter rollers were welde·d to
the ends of these members to act as bearing surfaces.
~12
Figure 34 shows the position in which the specimen .was
erected in an 800,OOO-lb. screw-type universal testing machi~e. When
the specimen was in this position, vertical motion of the testing machine
head would apply a force which caused stresses on the knee that could be
considered as a resultant of shear, axial force, and bending moment in
proportions typical of those fOllUd in rigid portal frames. To stabilize
the structure against lateral deflection, tie rods hinged to outriggers
fastened to the testing machine columns were attached at the inner and
outer corners of the knee Q (See Fig o 37) Dynamometers for measuring
the lateral forces were a part of the tie rods.
In addition to using, the plotting board to graph load against
deflection across the ends of the legs, instruments were mounted for
measuring the rotation of the knee and the forces in the lateral supports 0
Testing was done in the fashion just described for the preceding
testso After the connection had been ,deformed beyond usefulness, it
finally buckled laterally and the test was stopped.
2.9 Gabled Portal Frame Test (T-9)
The 40-foot single span ,gabled portal frame combined a display
of all the 'principles covered in the earlier tests. It was a welded
fully-rigid structure fabricated from l2WF36 members with .a layout and
dimensions as shown in Figg 40. The column bases were welded to 2-1/2
inch thick end plates and bolted to the test bed floor of the laboratory
205.36
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Lateral support was furnished at points 4, 5, A, 6, 7, 8, B,
9" and 10 sl10vm ill Figo L}l, by Ineans of light beams simulating purlins o
These purlins were fastened by flexible aluminum bars at their far ends
to spreader beams attached to the wall columns '0£ the laboratory ~
Hydraulic tension jacks bolted to the test bed floor were
used to apply a combination ,of vertical and ho:t:"izontal loads throllgh a
system -of linkages p Four vertical loads and two h'orizontal loads were
progranuned to be appro:8:in1ately proportion.al to the loads which would
exist with 60 psfvertical load and 20 psf horizontal load -on a building
with 18 foot bay lengths~
Various instruments were used to measure the behavior of the
struct,-,re o A surveyor q s transit focused on a l/lOOth. inch scale suspended
from the peak of the g~)le was used to measure the vertical deflection.
The horizontal deflections of the two knees were obtained from 1/100th inch
scales measuring the movement of plumb lines suspended from the kneesrl
Rotation indicators at points 1, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 11, (Fig. 41) measured
the rotations at these imp-ortal1t points II The magnitudes of the applied
loads were measured by al"uminum tube 'dYI1amometel;s, and the lateral support
fOJ:!ces in purlins L~, 5, 7, 9, and 10 were meas1..1red by dynamometers on
the flex barSe A curve of vertical deflection -of th~ roof peak versus
load was plotted by the automatic plo·tting board in order to ke'ep the
audience posted on the progress of the testo
Ttle test was ca~rried on with ,a squa.?' of pumpers applying and
maintain.ing the loads by hancl while gage r'eaders mounted on lad-ders and
scaffolds took data at each load pointb (Fig q 49)
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An announcer ,des-cribed t11'e test to th'e group and answered
questions from the floor while additional personnel plotte-d large scale
graphs of deflections and rotations as the test progressed. The test
was carried to the 1111 tlmate l-oad (accompal1iedby the formation of a
mechanism) and contillued -far beyond this point until a combination of
lateral buckling of t11e fr8Il1e and bucklin.g 'Of one of the lat'era! suppor,t
flex bars indicated that furtller deformation might en-danger personnel.
-14
At this' point, the load was still at the maximum ,value and the deflection'
about twice that at ultimate load.
3 e TESTRES1JLTS AND DISCUSSION
Test results and p-hotograp118 '0£ the tests are presented in
Fig. 1 thro'lgh 53, aIld test r'esl.11ts are summarized in Fig~ 54. The
results are group'e-d by tests in. ,tI16 order in which the tests were p'erfonned ..
3,1 Tensile Coupons
Stress-strain curves 'of all tensile specimens teste-d ,are shown
in Fig 0 1 to 3. A more detailed curve of coupon _P-2 is sh'own in.Fig. 4)
which poi~ts ·out th-e static yield re,:tdings and the yield stress levels
at different strain rateso The results of tQe tests a.re summarized in
Table III,
These coupon stress values, together with the measured .cross
a-ection ,-,dimensions sho1im in Table II, were used to calculate the t:Q,eoreti-
cal curves shoWn on each plot of te'8t reSll1ts.
I
3.2 Control Beam Test (T"lL
A load~deflectiol1. curve for the control beam is shown in .. :,,'
Fig 0 6, and anM"'0 cU'rve is s'h.own in Fig 9 7. These' two curves demonstrate
that the simple plastic th-eory is a reliable basis for predicting the
behavior of a beam in bendingo
3.3 Continuous Beam Trest (T-2)
Results of the contiU1JlOUS beanl test are shown in Fig. 11, 12,
13) and 14a The load-deflection curve of the beam' is shown in Fig. 11.
'The rotations at the two plastic hinges are plotted in Fig • 12 and 13.
In Fig. 14 are shown -th'e ;forces in the lateral supp'orts at each point of
load applicationo
rtmay be notedtllat the agre'ement betweenth'e theoretical
curves arld theexper:tmental resl-tlts is much poorer in this test than for
the control beam testo This TIlay be attributed not to a shortc'oming 'of
th'e theory, but to lack of applicationo-f known theory.
The -difference lies in the ne,-glect of the effect of sh'ear on
'defl'ection o In the 'cont:-col beam test 1 th'e rtominal web shear stress at
ultimate load was ab'Qut half the sllear yield stress. Therefore the
shear deflections would be small, and neglecting them as is customary,
caus-es no serious discrepancy I) l-Ioweve'r, in ,the case of the continu'ou's
beam test -' 'it was necessary to chal1ge the spans 'origin-ally planned to
-shorter ·~pans because of limitattons of tile testing equipmeqt. This
created a situation in wtlich the shear str'esses, 'even in the elastic
range, were sufficient to cause deflections in -the same order of magni-
tude as the flexu-re stresses () In addition, a maximum princ.ipal shearing
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stress equal to the shear yield stress eOllld be pre-dieted near the
c'enter support at a load -of ab'out 143 kips, or less t4an the yield load
in flexure 0 Naturally the -x:educed shearing rigidity at lo'ads above this
p'oint could be expected. to r'esult in. larger deflections than thos'e
calculated by consideri1lg bendirlg alone.
It is quite significant, however, that despite ,the. prematu're
sh'ear yielding, the con.tillU01J.S beam .eventually managed to ca'rry its
predicted ultimate loado (Fign 11)
Another illteres-ting re'8ult obtained in this test is th'e
magnitude of the lateral support forces o In Figo 14) bar graphs show
the lateral support force at each of the load points for two different
load conditions typical of the plastic range. Load condition "A" indi-
cates the lateral support forces at the formation-of the final mechanism
and load conditiol1. "B II Sh01ilS th.e lateral support forces after the
mechanism 4asdeflected six times as Ull.lch as at flA") while continui'Q.g
to mail1tain and even increase th,e load on the beam. Markings on .Fig. 11
show the relative locations of these lateral support readings in the:.
load-deflection history of tlle beam.
-16
Of importance :Ls the fact that at both readings, the loads in
the lateral supports were no greater than a maximum of 1750 lb.,
indicating that adequate support could be provided by very light members,
probably limited in size by slenderness more than by load.
304 Lateral Buckling Beam Test IT-3)
Load versus center deflectio11 of the lateral. buckling beam is
shown in Fig () 19 ~ Moment verStlS {l1 an-d lateral twist versus ~ are shown
in ,Fig. 20.
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Comparison of the. general shape of thes'e curves with the
c'orresponding curves for ,t11e laterally stable control beam s110wnin
.Fig. 6 and 7 innnediately demonstrates th'e effect of a long laterally-
unsupported spano
In the lateral buckling test, !-3, load began to drop off
innnediately after th'e mechanism had. fonne.d~ This coincided with the .,
rapid increase in lateral twist e In the control beam test, T-l, load
remained reasonably constant and e"ven increas,ed slightly after the
mechanism had formed~ To compare the magnitudes of the relative
effects, it will be noted that the load did not drop off in test T-i
until about 10 times the yield 0, whereas it dropped off at only 2 :.
times yield ~ in test T-3e Though twist was no~ measured in test T-I,
past exp'eri·ence indicates th.at UleaSlJl'rements would have shovro.. ~that it
would not begin to twist rapidly lJntil it neared the ~arger ~ value
which was reached before the drop in load.
3.5 Centrally Loaded Beam. Test (~r-5)
Figo 24 presents the load versus center deflection curve of
the centrally loaded beam, T~5. lbough this beam ,was identical to
specimen T-3 ·whicl~ ,behaved so p'oorly' after the mechanism had formed,
it passed its predicted max:tmum load arid continued to increase in lo~d
at a unifonnrate. This in.crease ill. load was achieved even though
specimen T-5 had an even greater unsupported span than T-3o
The factor which produced this added resistance to lateral
buckling was the steep moment gradient produced by the altered toadif!,g
c'ondition. The steep moment gradient allowed strain hardeni~g to' occur
with muchmoreeff'ectthan is possible itl ,a long section .0£ constant
-17
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momerlt. The resulting inc1."ease in moment is a quantity which can
,act-ual1y be calculated by extending the simple plastic theory to include
strain hardening.
3 ~ 6 Cross Section lrest (T-6)
In ,Fig. 29 is shown the stress-strain curve of specimen T-6,
the cross-s'ection specimen. The yi-el-d stress level from this curve
served as the level to be used in calculating axial loads for th'e b'eam-
c'olumn tests which fol1owed o
Th~·. result of the cross section compression test was slightly
lower than that predlcted (about 5%), using' the weighted average of two
web and two flange tensile .coupons o
The maxi~lm load in this test is used to signify a P/Py value
of 1 in the int~raction curve shown in Figo 31.
3.7 Beam-Column Tests (T~7, T-82
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Figure 30 compares the moment versus.~ curves for the three
bending members of 12WF36 sectionw11ich were tested .with differe'nt ,amounts
of axial load ..
Here may be seen the effect of axial load in ,reducing plastic
bending moment. For the case of test T-I) the axial load was zero. For
the other cases where tlTe member was loade:d as an eccentrically loaded
column, ~he' larger the eccentricity, the smaller' the axial load accompany-
irig formation of a plastic hinge lJ
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In Fig. 31 is shown the theoretical interaction curve of
moment versus axial io-ad calculated from equations 9 ... 10 and '9 .11 of
Refet~ence 10 Th-e exp'erimental results at ultimate load and yield load
are plotted for c'bmp~:risono Also shown her'e are bar graphs of tests
'T-7 and T-8) indicating working loads c'ompar'ed with th-eoretical yield
and ultimate loads, and also with the experimental ultimate loads.
Although experimental yield occurred below pre-dieted yield, the ul~imate
moments exceeded the predicted moments o
3.8 Corner Connection Test (T-lt-)
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The load·-deflection curve of the c'orner connection is shown
in F'ig 0 35, and the nl0mentversus knee rotation cu-rve is shown in Fig. 36.
It will be noted that after t'he mecha~j~sm had formed as indicated by the
letter nAil, the load increased at a uniform rate until a maximum indicated
,by "Bit was reac11ed o This inez-ease in load may be a.ttributed to the strain
.h.ardening effect which was hastened due to the steep moment gradie'Q.t in
_the same way as in the test of a centrally loaded beam (T-5)o
In Figo 37 are plotted the forces in the lateral support tie
rods at the time trle mechanism was being formed and at the ultimate lo'ad.
The required lateral support force again proved to be very small in
proportion to the load-on the specimen 0
3 .9 Gabled Portal Frame (T-21
Exp'erimental results of the gabled portal frame' test are shown
in "Fig p 42 througl145. -The. h<Yrizontal deflections of the knees and the-
vertical deflection _of th"e p'eak of the frame are compared with th'e
approximate theoretical curves in ,Figo 430 The observed -ultimate load
was 1% greate'r than predictedo
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Figure 44 shows th~ rotation of the lee knee which was the
location of the first plastic hixft.ge al1.d the'r-efore the most strained part
of the frame. Int~h.:ts cU~Te, as in ,the others, the region.of gr'eat'est
deviation. from the theo'retical pre-diction is ill .the 'early stages of y!'elding ~
"in o'th'er words, in the region where residual stresses at"e known ,to exhibit
their greatest effecto
4G Sill11YIAR.Y AND C'ONCLUSIONS
The fol1oTffing statements sl.lnnnarize the principles of plastic
be4avior of structu'ral steel members and frames as demonstrated by th'e
tests co-nducted:
(1) Test of~a " cO\.tpon" -of structural steel verifies that
its stress-strain r'elationship up- to strain-harde.ning
may h'e characterized by two straight lines, one at a
slope E in the' -elastic region, whil-e beyond that (in
the plastic region) deformation O:CCllrs at constant
stress (cry) u'ntil th'e strain is abou.t 15 times the
elastic limit straiuo (Fige 4)
(2) On the basis of the "statlc rate t1 yield level.d-etermined
from c'oupon tests, the moment-rotation relationship of
a beam and the resulting" load-deflection ,curve may be
determined with satisfactory accuracy. (Figs~ 6, 7)
(3) Properly-proportioned members and components will
de-velop the "plastic hinges" that are essential to a
·realization of ultimate lo-a-do ·-Ade·qu-ate " ro-t-ation
capacity" was obtained in suchmembers~ (Figs. 7, 24, 36)
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(/+) As would be expected, a beam loaded so as to produce
plastification .over a considerable distance between
points of lateral support may buckle laterally causing
a reduction ,of load-c8..:rry·ing capacity arld rotation
capa.cityQ (Figo 19~ 20)0 A steep,~,: moment gradient
on.a long span beam may red.uce t:he tendency towar'ds
plastic lateral buckling sufficiently to allow the
b·eam ,to display adeq"uate rotation capacity at maximum
moment, even when there is considerable distance
between points of lateral support 0 (Figo 24)0
(5) Redistribution of moment due to the successive formation
,of plastic hinges actl1\ally occurs in ind-eterminate
structures (Fig. 11 and 43) and thereby permits the
realizatioTl ,of the computed. I.oad (Fig 0 54) Q (Plasti-
fication of the cross-section ,~nd redistribution.of
moment are the two factors that account for the increase
in load capacity above "first yield'l 0)
(6) B~igh shea'r stresses in a continu'ous beam -may cause
large -deflec"tion~s not predicted by th-e simple bending
theory> but these additional deflections do not seriously
affect ultimate load-carrying capacityo (Figo 11).
(7) In.a beam with _a steep moment-gradient (beam with a
concentrated load or in a corner connection), the
strain-hardeni~gwhich occurs immediately following
plastic yield of th-e cross-section causes a rising
rather than.a h-Ol"izoTltal load-deflection curve 9 (Figs.
24" 36) 0 Tllls is an effect t4at is ignored by the simple
plastic theoryo
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(8) Subjecting a ben'ding member to axial load reduces' i.ts
ability to witl.1stand ben.di~g rnoment () (Fig. 31). Plastic
theory affords an ,accurate m'eans of predicti~g th'e effect:;
also, as pJ:'edicted, the rtecessary l1inges at"e -developed
(Fig \I 30).
(9) Welded ,connections for continuous frames can be fabri-
cated to proVide for the fo-nnation ,o-f plastic hinges and
to develop the strerlgth al1.d rotation p'roperti'es compara.ble
to ordinary rolled sections~ (Fig. 35)
(10) Although lateral support of a structure is necessary for
it to d'evelop its ultimate load, the magnitude of the
necessary forces is quite small. -TIle maximum value
measured was less tharlOo5% .0£ the force,. required too
compress the main member to yield point stress. (Fig. 14~
37,45)
(11) FiJ.1..B,11y ,the simple plastic the-ory is a reasonable basis
for computing the ultimate load-of structural members and
frames. (Fig 0 54) Of all the tests} only on"e memb'er was
weak'er than the COlnpute-d value -- and that by less than
2%.
205.3-6
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SU:M:MABY OF COUPON TEST RESULTS
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The control beam test showed how a plastic
hinge is develope~ in a wide flange section.
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A continuous beam was tested to show how
redistribution of moment affects the carrying
capacity of an indeterminate structure.
High shear stresses near the center support
caused premature yielding and excessive deflection
in the elastic range, but the predicted ultimate
load was attained.
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A rotation indicator was used to measure the
rotation over a short length of the beam near the
plastic hinge.
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Applying load over an unsupported span too
long to prevent premature buckling •••••••••
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•••••• caused severe lateral deformation
of a beam.
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When a central concentrated load was applied
to a beam of the same size as the lateral buckling
beam•••••••
•••••• the steep moment gradient allowed the load
to exceed the predicted ultimate load as a result
of strain hardening.
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By using special column testing
fixtures, an ec.centric compression
load was applied to a short section of
12WF36.
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The results of the test showed
the effect of axial load on plastic
bending moment.
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An axial cross section test of a 12WF36 section
was made to obtain the compressive properties, and
two members were loaded eccentrically to show the
effect of axial load in reducing the plastic bending
moment •
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Application of load to the legs of the 30WFI08
corner connection caused a combination of thrust
shear and bending moment at the knee.
After the ultimate load on the connection was
reached, local buckling appeared in the web and
compression flange.
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A gabled portal frame of 40 foot span was
fabricated of 12WF36 members and erected on the
laboratory test floor •••••••
.•••.• after which loading equipment and instruments
were added to the setup.
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A narrator described the application of loads
to the structure as the test commenced.
Meanwhile, at the rear of the test
setup a crew manned the loading pumps and
measuring instruments.
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As the load neared ultimate load, yielding
could be noted at the knees, bases and center load
points.
At ultimate load, with the mechanism fully
formed, deflections were visible but not excessive.
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After the conclusion of the test, the first
plastic hinge in the leeward knee showed considerable
yielding but no buckling.
Pronounced yielding was also visible at the
last plastic hinge which formed at the windward
center load point.
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9 ~ APPENDIX
Instruments Used in Tests
1. Automatic Plotting Board
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The automatic plotting board is a device designed to plot a
curve of load versus deflection electro-mechanically to large scale
while a test ts in progress 0 TIle boa.rd was designed and b1..til t by
Mr 0 Ivan J. Taylor, Instru.ments P.l.ssoci.ate of Fritz- Laboratory, e-special1y
for the Summer Course on ~lastic Desiguo
A sketch of the plotting board is shown in Fig~ 55. The
experimental curve is drawn by a brush pen on a replaeeable p'ape,r. chart 8 ft 0
by 4 ft. in size. The pen is carried on a recording arm which is mounted
to slide vertically on the carriage. The carriage has four wheels
resting on tracks which .allow it to be pulled horizontally across the
panel~ Horizontal motion is imparted to the carriage by an endless
chain driven by a speed-reducer motor o The recording arm is driven
vertically by the rotation of an, 8 .... foot long spllr gea,r coupled to a
second speed-reducer motoro
The .amount of motion of the driving motors is controlled by
two bridge circuits, each containing two'linear potentiometers, a
voltage-controlled reversing switch 9 and a power supply~ Each circuit
is connected in such a way that if tb.ere is anunbalarlce between the two
potentiometers, current will be directed to the motor, causing it to run
either forward or backwardo The motor is coupled by gear and chain drive
to the second potentiometer as well as to its component of the recorde~Q
This allows the motor to drive the second poteutiomet£r until ~t balances
the first, and thus cuts off the current to the motor~
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The first or detecting potentiometer in each circuit is
actuated either by a motion ,of the test specimen or a motion .0£ a
testing machine load indicating mechanism q This sets up the origi~al
circuit unbalance which causes the motor to drive the recording
mechanismo Gear drive ratios are set so that a desired large motion on
the ,<;lhar,e ~s ,cau.sed by' wh·a1=eve'r range of load ormation ,occurs on a
given specimen\!
Calibration .of the plotting board is accomplished prelimi~ary
to actual testing b.y movirlg the detecting elements through several
measured increments and marking the coordinate axes of the chart to
correspond to these increments 0
20 .Dial Indicator
A dial indicator is a mecnanical instrument used to measure
small motions accurately by means of gear magnification. It is useful
in combinations with level systems for many types of measurementso
Dial Indicators and some of their applications are described in Reference 5.
3. Rotation Indicato~
Relative rotations between two cross sections in.a bending
member are measured by a rotation ,indicator q From these rotation
.measurements, the curvature of the member may be calculatedo Rotation
indicators are described in Reference 4, and an example is shown ,in
40 Dynamometer
A dYJ.1.amometer is a load-mea.suring device a D.ynamometers usi~g
SR-4 strain gages and strain indicators for measurement and indication
~~e des~ribe~- in· Reference- 3.
(I
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5. Twist Indicator
A twist i~dicator is used to measure the twist of a beam as
an indication ,of lateral buckling. The twist indicator consists of a
weighted pendulum which has as its pivot a circular-wound linear potentio-
meter which may be connected electrically to a remote reading dial
indicator. The unit may be fastened to the compression fla~ge of a beamo
Any twist of the beam will change the setting of the potentiometer,
causing a change in reading of the indicatoro This is calibrated in terms
of angles of rotation.
